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Inflation Pressuring Investment
Markets
Selling pressure in bonds and equities
has gathered momentum in June in
response to a worse-than-expected
inflation release in the US, dashing
hopes (for now) of a clear decelerating
trend in US inflation.
This upside surprise on inflation has
driven bond yields to new highs and
once again ratcheted up expectations for
more rapid Fed tightening. This in turn
has heightened the market’s concerns in
respect of recession risk.
Equities have been pushed significantly
lower as a result, with the sell-off
spreading from what had been an
intense valuation compression in high
multiple tech, to a much broader market
sell-off driven by heightened economic
growth concerns.

Figure 1: Both equities and fixed interest have been under pressure this year
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At the heart of the correction in asset
markets is what appears to be a
stubbornly high inflation problem that
central banks are committed to quelling
with higher policy rates.

Australian fixed Interest
Source: Refinitiv, Wilsons.

So, the path of inflation over the
coming year will be vital to how asset
markets perform.

Figure 2: Asset allocation weightings and key views
Asset Class

Tactical Tilt

Movement

Wilsons View

Cash

Underweight -2%

-2%

Shift from neutral to underweight to help fund increase in fixed interest position.

Fixed income
(Domestic & Global)

Underweight -2%

5%

Australian bond yields are now looking reasonably attractive after the big rise in
yields. We have added exposure to government bond focused funds.

Equities - Domestic

Overweight +1%

-1%

Australia still marginally preferred on 12 month view (mostly A$) but edging down
exposure after relative outperformance versus global.

no change

Global equities should benefit from easing inflation and rate pressure despite risks
posed from slower growth. Adding quality US exposure, trimming UK/Europe (value)
exposure. Moderate EM at overweight maintained (China easing) + undemanding
valuation. We retain our 40% hedge back to the A$ as we believe it has upside
against the US$ as risk aversion fades.

-2%

We retain an overweight given heightened growth and inflation uncertainty. Trimming
exposure due to more attractive valuations in govt. bonds. A range of growth and
defensive alternative strategies appeal i.e. infrastructure, long short equity hedge
funds and private credit. Gold still appeals as a portfolio hedge against more
stubborn than expected inflation outcomes and heightened geopolitcal
Source:risk.
Refinitiv, Wilsons.

Equities - International

Alternatives

Neutral

Overweight +3%

Source: Refinitiv, Wilsons.
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Inflation a Supply (and
Demand) Problem

Read High Inflation - Peaking
or Permanent?
While it has been attracting plenty
of headlines, we doubt “stagflation”
is a sustainable regime in today’s
modern economy. In our view, a growth
stagnation or an outright contraction/
recession would quickly adjust the
current tight supply-demand imbalance
for many commodities, manufactured
goods and the labour market.
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Figure 4: Oil prices are high but the impact on inflation will fade if prices continue
to range trade
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However, solving the inflation problem
with a global recession would still likely
result in further downside for stocks, at
least in the short-term.
We do not believe inflation is at serious
risk of being institutionalised in the
global wage setting process as it was in
the 1970s. Labour has power currently
because of booming demand and
disrupted global labour mobility.
Softer growth should overt a wage-price
spiral over the coming year, as should
the ongoing reopening of borders to
foreign workers.
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Our base case remains that slower
demand (particularly for goods) in
concert with an improvement in the
global economy’s supply-side should
help ease inflationary pressures over the
next 6-12 months.
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We see the strength in many
manufactured goods prices due to the
lagged impact of a demand boom when
supply has been heavily constrained.
These dynamics are now starting to
shift as the US/global economy cools,
inventories rebuild and demand
rebalances back toward services. These
dynamics are only just beginning to play
out and are yet to appear conclusively in
the inflation data.
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2008

The long awaited supply-side
improvement is proving to be a drawn
out affair, but progress is evident.
Clearly, the war in Ukraine and rolling
China lockdowns have been significant
impediments to the task of normalising
the supply-side problem that has beset
the global economy.
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2007

Much of the current inflation problem is
supply-side driven, but an overheated
demand cycle has played an important
role, particularly in the US. The US Fed
can really only act by raising interest rates
to cool the excess demand, which they
in part created. The Fed was, of course,
aided by massive US government income
support spending during the pandemic.

Figure 3: The Fed is now guiding to a "restrictive" official cash rate of 3.4% by
Dec 22 compared to their March guidance of just under 2%

2006

While inflation began to surge just
over a year ago, it was only this year
that the market started to worry.
These concerns coincided with central
banks signalling they were (belatedly)
concerned about inflation and would do
“whatever is necessary” to bring inflation
under control.

Source: Refinitiv, Wilsons.

We think the tight supply-demand
equation fuelling inflation can shift quite
dramatically over the next 6 months, but
the market has for now lost its patience.
There is no guarantee next month’s US
inflation will bring any great relief.
Hence, we continue to exercise some
near-term caution, particularly in
deploying new capital; however, we
believe the seeds for a shift in inflation
dynamics are being sown.

The Implications for
Interest Rates

Figure 5: Australian 10 year bonds now look good value in our view
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The most obvious implication of high and
sticky inflation from an investment market
perspective is the flow-on to interest
rates. This is both in terms of long-term
bond yields (the equity market’s
discount rate) and short-term “cash”
or “policy” rates.
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As discussed, the shift in interest rates
this year has been dramatic and has
weighed on the performance of both
fixed interest and equity portfolios.
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While we have questioned the low level
of interest rates and the lack of value
on offer in fixed interest for some time,
the upside for investors now is that
fixed interest is becoming an interesting
proposition again.
We think this is particularly the case in
respect of Australian fixed interest, where
the Australian long bond has pushed
from 1.5% at the start of the year to just
over 4% now (June 22).
We see this as an attractive entry point
for domestic fixed interest. The ~90
basis point spread to the US fixed
interest is attractive, and we also see
domestic long bonds as attractive from
the perspective of the likely level of
Australian cash rates over the long-term.
The RBA has suggested 2.5% as their
best estimate of a neutral level for the
cash rate. In this context, the market’s
assumption of a move to 4% next year
looks too aggressive. A scaling back of
rate hike expectations is likely to drag
the longer-term yields lower. A fade in
global inflation and slower global growth
over the coming year will also assist.
The prospect of a 4% running yield with
reasonably good prospects of a capital
gain (yields down equals prices up)
increases the appeal of domestic fixed
interest. Our total return expectation in
the 7-10% range over the next 12 months
suggests domestic bonds now offer an
attractive risk-adjusted return profile in
our view.
Credit spreads have widened as
recession fears have grown. Spreads
remain well below previous peaks
suggesting there is currently no great
stress in the corporate sector or systemic
stress in financial markets.
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Source: Refinitiv, Wilsons.

Figure 6: Investment grade credit spreads have widened but not dramatically
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Source: Refinitiv, Wilsons.

Figure 7: US high yield bond spreads have widened but not indicating
significant stress
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High yield credit does not tend to
perform well into recessions, but the
likelihood of either no recession or a mild
one suggests default rates should stay
relatively contained.
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Overall, we are comfortable with
investment-grade credit and think high
yield credit offers a reasonable
medium-term risk-return proposition.
However, more risk adverse investors
may want to stick with government and
investment corporate grade bonds.

Economic –
The Hard Landing Soft
Landing Debate
While higher rates represent an
opportunity for investors, they have
potential broader implications from the
perspective of how rates are likely to
influence future economic activity.

The US economy remains the central
focus of this debate. This is particularly
the case with the Fed in such a hawkish
mood and also reflects the sensitivity
of the US economy to long-term fixed
interest yields (the base rate for US
mortgages). The Fed is on record as
saying it does not want to cause a
recession, but can the Fed engineer a
soft landing?

As discussed, the dramatic shift in
long-term bond yields and policy cash
rate expectations over the past 6 months
has raised the risk of a hard landing in the
US, global and local economy over the
coming year.

The greater than 20% decline in US
equities would seem consistent with the
market pricing at least a mild recession,
so if the Fed could achieve a soft landing,
the equity market would likely rally solidly
over the next 12 months.

Figure 8: The Fed's long-term track record of achieving soft landings is poor
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Figure 9: A US yield curve "Inversion" has been quite a reliable predictor of US
recessions but no signal yet
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There have been 7 US recessions since
1970, with the most recent the very sharp
but very short COVID recession of 2020.
Prima facie, the Fed’s track record of
engineering soft landings off the back of
policy tightening cycles is not great. Of
the 9 tightening cycles since 1970, 7 have
ended in a recession. We feel the Fed’s
role in the 2020 recession is arguable in
that it had a lot to do with the pandemic
closing the economy and little to do with
the Fed’s 2017/18 tightening cycle. So
perhaps the Fed’s record is a little better
than face value but still not great.
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But what exactly constitutes a recession?
A simple rule of thumb is 2 successive
quarters of contracting GDP growth.
The National Bureau of Economic
Research (NBER) - the official arbiter of
US recessions - uses a broader definition,
tracking declines in consumption,
industrial production and employment.
We think this broader definition is a
more robust approach. At its heart is
the conclusion that a recession is
a sustained period of contracting
economic activity accompanied by a
significant rise in unemployment.

The other perspective on recession risk is
what markets are currently telling us. We
have previously discussed the inversion
of the yield curve as a recession signal
with a good track record. It is yet to
decisively invert, though it has very briefly
inverted (2-year 10-year basis) a couple
of times this year. Historically, it has been
confirmed by an inversion of the 3-month
treasury yield to 10-year. We are still
some way from this, though the Fed’s
stated policy rate target of 3.4% by
year-end is above the current 10-year
bond of 3.3%. So we may be dealing
with a clear inversion signal by year-end,
albeit there is a fair deal of uncertainty
attached to this forecast. For now, the
yield curve is not signalling recession.

Figure 10: Early warning? US housing starts are beginning to weaken as rates rise
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Figure 11: Weekly US jobless claims are just starting to rise (000's)
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Normally the equity market does
not bottom until the recession has
at least started, so “if” we are going
into a recession, we doubt the market
correction has fully played out.
Our rationale for still having a US
recession probability less than 50% is
as follows:
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Figure 12: However unfilled job openings remain at record levels (000's)

sheets with a large accumulated
pool of savings should cushion
consumption. US households are still
sitting on ~$2 trillion in excess savings.

4. The lack of obvious system
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The equity market normally moves
ahead of a recession and the US
market’s greater than 20% fall is arguably
consistent with a mild recession. We say
arguably because the 1987 crash was
an example of a significant valuation
correction that did not result in a hard
landing. There have been a number of
large corrections around the 19-20%
level that have not resulted in a hard
landing. One could argue that the
current correction is still in this baby bear
category but we cannot rule out more
downside in US equities near-term.
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Source: Refinitiv, Wilsons.

We still think the US economy can
continue to grow, albeit much more
slowly. Australia also looks well placed to
avoid a recession given less sensitivity to
bond yields, our own tight labour market
conditions and the apparent momentum
in the business sector, but once again a
significant slowdown is surely coming.

Europe, with vulnerabilities related to
oil and gas supply and its inherent low
growth characteristics looms as much
more vulnerable to recession in our view.
China is likely already in recession by its
higher growth standards, but in contrast
to the rest of the world does not appear
to have an inflation problem, and is
easing rather than tightening policy
to counter the “self-inflicted” growth
slowdown that has played out this year.
In this respect, we feel China presents an
interesting counter-trend investment play.
EM equities have had a tough 12 months
but have appeal from this perspective.

Figure 13: June business survey readings suggest Australian business conditions
remain stronger than average
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Source: Refinitiv, Wilsons.

Key Investment Views
Moving back into fixed interest

Figure 14: Absolute valuations for US equites are much improved

The key change in our asset allocation
is to remove our big underweight in
domestic fixed interest. From an equity
perspective we are staying relatively
neutral. In hindsight, it would have been
ideal to be underweight equities in
recent months, but we do not see virtue
in slashing weightings at this stage.
We see upweighting in bonds as the
best risk-return trade right now, funded
by reductions in cash, reducing our
overweight in alternatives, along with
some trimming of Australian equities.
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Source: Refinitiv, Wilsons.

Figure 15: Absolute valuations for Australian equities are much improved

The US market PE has fallen from 21x to
16x this year. Europe has fallen from 16x
to 12x and Australia from 18x to 13x.
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So, valuations look quite reasonable
and appear to factor in a fair deal of
risk. Valuations vs bonds have not
really improved much this year, but
our expectation of a bond market rally
should support equities going forward.
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Although the correction has been
painful and the near-term outlook
remains uncertain, one attraction
for equities at current levels is much
improved absolute valuations.
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Source: Refinitiv, Wilsons.

How Much Risk is in the
Earnings Outlook?
While PE ratios have adjusted
significantly, investor focus is increasingly
turning to the earnings outlook. We think
we are moving into a much slower period
for earnings growth, and downgrades
will outweigh upgrades. This is a normal
state of affairs and does not preclude
rising equities as long as downgrades
do not become so bad as to prompt a
significant contraction in earnings.
A shift in the inflation and monetary
environment (as we expect) can also
support stocks at times of weakening
profit momentum. The US reporting
season will be an interesting guide as
to how earnings are holding up. We
think the message from Q2 results will
be that demand in the quarter was still
decent, but costs are likely to pressure
margins. Cases of excess inventory may
also become more prevalent. Outlook
statements will be closely watched for
what they suggest about more recent
demand conditions in June and July.
We see the consensus CY23 estimate of
10% growth as way too high. The debate
is whether we see a decline to low single
digits or something substantially worse.
It is too early to make a definitive call on
2023 earnings, though earnings resilience
is becoming a much more important
consideration for us. The near-term path
of inflation will likely be more important
for the market in aggregate over the next
few months, but earnings headwinds will
increase as we move through the second
half of the year.

Figure 16: US market earnings estimates are still holding up in aggregate
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Figure 17: Australian market earnings were edged lower in June
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Figure 18: Global equities - consensus valuation and earning growth outlook
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Upping the Quality Tilt
We think higher weightings to
high-quality resilient businesses makes
sense. The US stock market is actually
better placed than the rest of the
world from a quality perspective. We
look to increase quality ahead of the
US reporting season and trim value
exposures (prevalent in UK/Europe),
which tend to be more cyclical. We hold
our growth exposure steady, given the
heavy selling-off the back of rising bond
yields. We still think it is a little early to
upweight growth. Our focus continues
to be on quality (cashflow backed)
growth rather than speculative
unprofitable growth.
We still have a slight preference for
Australia, largely on the view that the A$
has become oversold in the recent bout
of risk aversion. Beyond a currency view,
Australia’s performance advantage is less
clear now, given a more difficult outlook
for banks and resources (more cyclical).
However, we still think the Australian
economy will show relative resilience
through the remainder of the year.

Trimming Alts
but Maintaining a
Significant Position
Our significant overweight in alternative
strategies in preference to fixed
interest has served us well over the
past 12 months. We have trimmed our
overweight position to help fund our
upweight in fixed interest. Specifically,
we look to trim our established global
private equity position given the likely
flow through from the big sell-off in
public equities. We continue to like
defensive inflation hedges such as
infrastructure and high-quality managers
of domestic floating rate private
debt. We also continue to hold an
allocation to gold which has performed
well in A$ terms.
Figure 19: Wilsons expected asset class returns
Long-Term Expected Returns

12-Month Expected Returns

Domestic Equity

8.0%

5-14%

Int'l Equity

8.0%

5-14%

Fixed Interest

3.5%

3 - 9%

Cash

2.25%

1.50%

Alternatives

6.5%

5.0-8.0%

*Long term expected returns are 5 to 10 year passive expected returns based on both historical performance and current
pricing/yields. 12 month expected (passive) returns are shown as a range due to the inherent volatility of financial market returns.
Performance and risk projections are subject to market influences and contingent upon matters outside the control of Wilsons
Advisory and Stockbroking Limited and therefore projections may not be an accurate indicator of future performance and/or risk.
Source: Refinitiv, Wilsons.
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Figure 20: Asset allocation summary
Asset Class
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0%
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• Europe/UK
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Equities Total

79%
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9%

8%
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9%
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1%

7%

6%
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• Defensive

4%

4%

0%
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Growth Assets
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31%

29%

2%
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Cash + Fixed Interest +
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*Commentary references our Balanced Portfolio
Source: Refinitiv, Wilsons.
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Disclaimer and Disclosures
Recommendation structure and other definitions
Definitions at www.wilsonsadvisory.com.au/disclosures.
Disclaimer
All figures and data presented in this research are accurate at the date of the report, unless otherwise stated.
Wilsons Australian Equity Focus List (Focus List) is a weighted list of the Investment Strategy Group’s (ISG) preferred companies. The
Focus List can hold up to 25 companies, largely taken from the S&P/ASX 300. Stocks may be substituted at any time at the discretion
of the ISG. Performance numbers around the Focus List are unaudited, and should be used only as a guide to indicate returns if
investors were to follow the Focus List. For further information please contact your Wilsons Advisor.
This document has been prepared by Wilsons Advisory and Stockbroking Limited (AFSL 238375, ABN 68 010 529 665) (“Wilsons”) and
its authors without consultation with any third parties, nor is Wilsons authorised to provide any information or make any representation
or warranty on behalf of such parties. Any opinions contained in this document are subject to change and do not necessarily reflect
the views of Wilsons. This document has not been prepared or reviewed by Wilsons' Research Department and does not constitute
investment research. Wilsons makes no representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of the
information and opinions contained therein, and no reliance should be placed on this document in making any investment decision
Any projections contained in this communication are estimates only. Such projections are subject to market influences and contingent
upon matters outside the control of Wilsons and therefore may not be realised in the future. Past performance is not an indication of
future performance.
In preparing the information in this document Wilsons did not take into consideration the investment objectives, financial situation
or particular needs of any particular investor. Any advice contained in this document is general advice only. Before making any
investment decision, you should consider your own investment needs and objectives and should seek financial advice. You should
consider the Product Disclosure Statement or prospectus in deciding whether to acquire a product. The Product Disclosure Statement
or Prospectus is available through your financial adviser.
Wilsons Corporate Finance Limited ACN 057 547 323, AFSL 238 383 may have participated in some capacity with regard to capital
raisings for some of the companies mentioned in this article. To manage any conflicts of interest with Wilsons Research, full disclosure
on any relevant corporate transaction may be found on our website.
Wilsons contact
david.cassidy@wilsonsadvisory.com.au | +61 2 8247 3149
rob.crookston@wilsonsadvisory.com.au | +61 2 8247 3101
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